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The South African automotive industry posted its 
lowest sales total in 18 years in 2020, with a cumu-
lative 380 449 vehicles sold. This was 29.1% below 
the 2019 total of 536 612 units. Passenger cars were 
30.6% lower, LCVs 27.6% lower, MCVs 22.5% lower 
and heavy trucks and buses 17.2% lower.

Sales in December, at 37 493 units, amounted 
to a decline of 10.1% compared to December 
2019, even though it was far better than many 
preceding months in pandemic-hit 2020. Cars 
were down 14.4%, while LCVs increased by 3.2% 
month-on-month, medium truck sales were 
down 24.8% and heavy trucks 19.3% lower, with 
the extra-heavy segment down 4.2% and buses 
34.6% lower.

An estimated 90% of December sales went 
through the dealer channel, with only 6% going 
to the rental fleets, many of which could not meet 
demand in December after defleeting earlier in the 
year. Sales to government in December amounted 
to 2.5% of the total and 1.5% of the units went to 
industry corporate fleets.

Export sales ended the year on a positive 
note, recording a welcome increase of 36.3% 
in December, with shipments of 37 493 units 
compared to an estimated 33 750 in December 

12 months earlier. However, exports of built-up 
vehicles in 2020 declined by 29.8% to 271 819 units 
compared to the total of 387 092 units in 2019.

Toyota Put its Stamp on SA 
Vehicle Sales in December

Toyota, which has been the vehicle market leader 
in South Africa for the past 41 consecutive years, 
put the stamp on its domination in December by 
recording its highest-ever share of the total market 
(27.1%), as well as its greatest penetration in the 
light commercial vehicle market (45.7%). Average 
total market share for the year was 23.7% and the 
2020 average penetration for Toyota LCVs was 
41.9%, which is a new record high.

Toyota’s total sales for the year amounted to 
90 129 units, which was well ahead of the runner-
up, the Volkswagen Group, which retailed 63 482 
units. Both of these totals were way below the 
figures for 2019, which had been 130 072 units and 
89 352 units, respectively. The last year that Toyota 
sold less than 100 000 units was in 2009, when it 
retailed 90 771 units.

The Toyota Hilux was not only the top-selling 
vehicle model range in SA for the umpteenth year, 
but also a clear leader in the highly competitive 

one-ton market, selling 31 263 units. This was 35% 
more than the runner-up Ford Ranger, which sold 
18 846 units. The Isuzu D-Max was in third place 
with 12 704 retail sales.

Volkswagen Approaching 
70 years in SA

Volkswagen also hit a new high point in 2020. 
This was in terms of a record share of the local 
passenger car market, where its 21.6% penetration 
was 1.12% higher than the 2019 figure and the 
highest car market share achieved by Volkswagen 
in any global market. Volkswagen SA sold 53 319 
passenger cars in 2020.

The Volkswagen Polo Vivo continued its long 
reign as the country’s top-selling car model range, 
selling 19 750 units, while the T-Cross became 
the group’s most popular imported vehicle selling 
5 693 units last year, less than two years after 
local launch.

The Volkswagen nameplate will, in August this 
year, celebrate 70 years on the South African mar-
ket, with the first VW Beetle having rolled off the 
SA Motor Assemblers and Distributors (SAMAD) 

LOWEST ANNUAL SALES IN 18 YEARS

continued on page 2 

The Volkswagen Polo Vivo continued its long reign as the country’s top-

selling passenger car model range.

The Toyota Hilux was the top-selling vehicle model range in SA for the 

umpteenth year.
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production line in Uitenhage in 1951, 
sharing the production facilities with 
Studebaker and Austin cars.

Interesting Point

It is interesting to note that in 
the past two years, Toyota and 
Volkswagen – the two dominant 
players in the local market – had 
a combined share of more than 
40%. This underlines the way in 
which buyers generally stick to 
tried and trusted brands in times of 
economic downturns.

Naamsa Comments: 
Industry Prospects for 2021

The global pandemic rocked 
the world to its very foundation 
and ultimately there are no easy 
solutions to reigniting COVID-19 
affected economies, with South 
Africa being no exception. The 
country started 2021 on an adjusted 
Level 3 lockdown to slow the spread 
of the pandemic as the number of 
COVID-19 cases soared past the one 
million mark.

General expectations are for 
South Africa’s economy to rebound 
sharply in 2021, from an exception-
ally low base in 2020. However, 
tough months are still ahead before 
business and consumer confidence 
will rebuild. Prospects for faster 

growth over the medium term are 
likely to be constrained by new 
COVID-19 waves accompanied by 
stricter lockdown measures, neces-
sary fiscal tightening, and persistent 
power-supply disruptions.

The new vehicle market is ex-
pected to still face severe challenges 
in terms of slow demand, exchange 
rate volatility and negative business 
and consumer sentiment during the 
first quarter of 2021. Although the 
current low interest rates, coupled 
with low inflation, could be regarded 
as building blocks to stimulate 
the economy, a vehicle remains a 
big-ticket purchase consideration 
for any household budget and is 
consequently a key indication of 
market confidence.

The focus for the industry now 
needs to shift to resilience, recovery, 
and creating strategies to deal 
with new business and consumer 
behaviour. The development of 
tested and proven vaccines and their 
distribution would transform things 
for the better, especially for the travel 
and leisure sector which could result 
in a marked recovery in the vehicle 
rental industry in 2021.

A sustained higher economic 
growth rate is essential to support 
higher domestic new vehicle sales 
volumes. The longer the constraints 
of COVID-19 continue, the 
greater the impact on the automotive 

industry and the broader economy. 
In terms of the domestic automo-
tive industry’s recovery, much will 
depend on the recovery of its main 
trading partners and the pace at 
which the lockdown measures in 
the various export destinations are 
lowered or phased out, considering 
that well over 60% of the country’s 
vehicle production is exported.

At this stage, a year-on-year 
improvement of around 15% in 
aggregate new vehicle sales volumes 
over 2020 is projected for 2021. 
Factoring in the expected year-on-
year improvement in vehicle exports 
of around 20%, an improvement in 
industry vehicle production of about 
18% is projected for 2021.

Manufacturing is one of the 
sectors that can best assist in 
growing South Africa’s economy 
and, therefore, the manufacturing 
sector’s growth must be accelerated. 
The automotive industry is not only 
the largest manufacturing sector in 
South Africa’s economy, comprising 
nearly one third of manufacturing 
output, it also invests billions of 
rands into the economy every year 
and represents nearly 460 000 direct 
jobs. The automotive sector has 
proved to be a reliable partner and 
dependable ally for government to 
position manufacturing as a catalyst 
to development and inclusive growth 
in the country. ■
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MONTHLY SALES STATISTICS

The growing amount of advertising in AutoLive has made it necessary to relocate the four pages 
of detailed monthly vehicle sales analysis to the website www.autolive.co.za.

CLICK HERE to access 2020 sales

Annual aggregate industry sales by sector since 2015

SECTOR 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

2020/
2019

%CHANGE

Cars 412 397 361 265 368 114 365 247 355 379 246 784 -30.6%

Light Commercials 174 812 159 316 163 317 159 525 153 221 110 929 -27.6%

Medium 
Commercials

10 522 8 436 7 890 7 913 8 690 6 736 -22.5%

Heavy Trucks, Buses 19 919 18 535 18 382 19 579 19 322 16 000 -17.2%

TOTAL VEHICLES 617 650 547 552 557 703 552 227 536 612 380 449 -29.1%

Source: naamsa, LightstoneAuto
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Editor’s Note
Although the first month 
of 2021 is already behind 
us, I would like to take this 
opportunity to wish all 
our loyal AutoLive readers 
a prosperous and profit-
able new year. If we learned 
anything in 2020 it’s that 
South Africans are resilient 
and resourceful, so let’s give it our best shot!

At the end of last year Lightstone, one of the leading 
providers of comprehensive data, analytics and systems 
on property, automotive and business assets, came to the 
conclusion that the automotive industry will take more than 
a year to recover from the negative impact of COVID-19 and 
the lockdowns.

This came after over 70 per cent of respondents across 
the motor industry who participated in the Lightstone 
Confidence Indicator in September said that business would 
need more than nine months to recover from the impact 
of COVID-19.

According to industry experts, the dramatic crash of 
car sales due to COVID-19 in the first half of 2020 and the 
subsequent convalescence in the third quarter bodes well 
for the 2021 industry recovery. However, pre-COVID sales 
levels will not be attained anytime soon due to the country’s 
enduring recession and the creeping macro-economic effects 
of the Coronavirus.

Predictions are that the local automotive market will 
improve significantly in 2021 compared to last year and 
that around 460 000 sales will be achieved for the year. This 
translates into an increase of 21%, compared to last year’s 
retail total.

The 30% market decline in 2020 was a huge knock to 
the local automotive sector, but from the fourth quarter 
there were indications of a revival in the demand for vehicles 
because of the economic recovery attributed to relaxed lock-
down regulations and the improving ease of doing business. 
That said, it is expected that industry trading conditions will 
remain intensely competitive in 2021, with margins under 
continued pressure.

In this issue of AutoLive, we reflect on the year that was 
2020, but we also look ahead at what the foreseeable future 
might hold for the local automotive and related industries. 
There is good news and bad, and there are some hard lessons 
that were – and still need to be – learned.

As always, we will be with you every step of the way and 
we will continue to both inform and entertain you as we 
bring you all the latest, news, views and opinions pertaining 
the industry.

May fortune once again smile on us all this year.

Liana Reiners,
Editor
liana@autolive.co.za

To advertise in 
 contact

Liana Reiners on 083 407 4600 or email on 
liana@autolive.co.za

According to the Automobile Association 
(AA), the reduction in fatalities on South 
African roads over the past festive season 
is welcome news, but must be seen in the 
context of decreased traffic volumes over the 
same period last year. Transport Minister 
Fikile Mbalula announced the festive season 
road statistics in Gauteng recently, noting 
that during the period 1 December 2020 to 
11 January 2021, 1 448 people died on South 
African roads in 1 210 fatal crashes.

According to official published figures 
from the Road Traffic Management 
Corporation (RTMC), 1 616 people died on 
the country’s roads over the same period 
in 2019/2020. Therefore this year’s figures 
represent a ten per cent reduction in fatali-
ties year-on-year.

“However, additional figures released 
indicate that traffic volumes are also 
down, from 1 556 704 during 2019/2020 
to 1 410 782 in 2020/2021 – a reduction of 
just under ten per cent. Any reductions are, 
naturally, good news, but it’s clear that our 
road safety situation has not improved at all 
over the past year. Current road safety ini-
tiatives are simply not working, our country 
won’t reduce fatalities within the current 
framework, and much, much more can and 
must be done to correct this situation which 
in our view amounts to an annual national 
disaster,” the AA commented.

It must be noted that these are prelimi-
nary numbers, and that they will probably 
be adjusted upwards after the 30-day 
observation period.

The AA pointed out that South Africa 
committed itself to the international 
target agreed upon at the 3rd Ministerial 
Conference on Road Safety held in 
Stockholm, Sweden in February 2020 to 
reduce road fatalities by half by 2030 as 
part of the worldwide 50BY30 Campaign. 
Based on the current trajectory, this will not 
be achieved.

“The Minister commented on social 
media that the reduction of pedestrian 

fatalities by 4.9% on the previous year is 
notable, but our view is that this is a nomi-
nal decrease which doesn’t address root 
problems. Pedestrians are an extremely 
vulnerable road user group with the highest 
rate of deaths on our roads. Yet it seems 
that no meaningful efforts to reduce these 
numbers are being made.”

The AA pointed out that it has become 
too routine for South Africans to accept 
that road traffic fatalities will continue, or 
decrease nominally, annually, without more 
being done to reverse the situation.

“The Traffic Law Enforcement Review 
Committee – established by Transport 
Minister Dipuo Peters in 2016 – made sev-
eral important recommendations regarding 
traffic law enforcement, which is a major 
component of road safety. Among those 
was the doubling of traffic law enforcers 
on our country’s roads, and the adoption 
of a Graduated Driver Licensing System 
(GDLS) with a 24-month probationary 
period for new drivers. These are practical 
measures to improve the situation on our 
roads but, sadly, little has been done to 
implement them.

“Efforts are being made to deal more ef-
fectively with road safety, but it is clear these 
efforts are misguided, and it’s questionable 
if they will have any meaningful impact on 
our country’s road death toll.”

The Association concluded by saying 
that unless serious attention is paid to 
overall road safety in the country – which 
embraces the Safe Systems approach of 
Safer Roads, Safer Drivers, Safer Cars, Safer 
Speeds, and better Post-Crash interven-
tion – the annual and festive season road 
fatality statistics will continue to move the 
road safety dial in the wrong direction. ■

The AA Questions 
Festive Season Stats
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The Africa Continental Free Trade Agreement 
(AfCFTA) which was finalised at the virtual 
African Union Summit in December, was an 
important milestone for the realisation of the 
vision of the African Association of Automotive 
Manufacturers (AAAM) of building a successful 
automotive ecosystem which will lead to a sustain-
able industry that creates significant jobs and 
assists in the industrialisation of the auto sector 
for Africa.

The AAAM has applauded the African 
Union for pioneering and launching the African 
Continental Free Trade Area, which will ul-
timately become the world’s largest free trade 
block covering a market of initially more than 
1,3 billion people and up to $3 trillion dollars in 
GDP with the potential of increasing the intra 
Africa trade by over 50%.  The establishment of the 
AfCFTA is necessary and opportune considering 

the unprecedented population growth, the high 
proportion of youth and the growing middle class.

“The Secretariat of the AfCFTA has the 
unique opportunity of shaping a continental 
automotive policy with countries that are willing 
to participate in the industrialisation of the auto 
sector. The AAAM is fully committed to sup-
porting the Secretariat in realising the vision of 
creating demand and production for five million 
new vehicles per annum from the 2019 level of 1.1 
million. This growth requires the implementa-
tion of progressive automotive policies and eco 
systems across the continent, where hub countries 
in regions will assemble vehicles supported by 
surrounding economies sharing in the value chain; 
ultimately regional markets will trade vehicles and 
components,” said David Coffey CEO of AAAM.

“It is anticipated that the Rules of Origin for 
the automotive industry will be concluded by 

mid-2021 thus paving the way for real industriali-
sation of the sector across the continent. Effective 
industrialisation is fundamental to the journey 
of becoming competitive and to the subsequent 
liberalisation of tariffs across Africa – the AfCFTA 
will provide the scale that is required for industrial 
competitiveness” Coffey concluded. ■

C2 Technologies Group has expertise in the motor and 
motor related industries including providing a range of services

Visit www.c2group.co.za for information

Monthly automotive news to and from Africa

Exports of South African built-up vehicles into 
other African countries slumped by 28% in 2020, 
with 16 609 units shipped, compared to 22 998 
in 2019. The latter had already been 4% below 
the 2018 volume, following 9.4% growth in 2017. 
The 2020 total was made up of shipments from 
15 brands to 34 countries in Africa outside the 
Southern African Customs Union.

Toyota was again the dominant player in this 
aspect of the local industry’s production activities 
last year, taking a solid 47.8% share with 7 942 units 
shipped, compared to 9 241 units exported in 2019.

Isuzu was the big mover in 2020, overtak-
ing Nissan for runner-up position. It exported 

3 171 vehicles and Nissan only 2 942, compared 
to volumes of 3 360 and 6 262 units in 2019, 
respectively. Ford remained in fourth position 
with 1 308 units shipped in 2020 compared to 
1 823 a year earlier.

The other exporters into Africa from SA 
in 2020, with volumes in parentheses, were: 
Volkswagen (351); Volvo/UD Trucks (249); Honda 
(230); Mitsubishi (180); Fiat Chrysler Automobile 
(98); Scania (51); Iveco (31); Suzuki (18); MAN (14); 
Volvo Cars (15), and Tata (6).

The number of countries taking more 
than 1 000 units from SA during 2020 was 
only six – down from eight in 2019 – and these 

were: Ghana, 2 124; Kenya, 2 104; Zimbabwe, 
1 758; Nigeria, 1 533; Mozambique, 1 195; and 
Zambia, 1 085.

December was another disappointing month 
for exporters, with only 1 103 units shipped, of 
which 469 were Toyotas. Ford was a surprise 
runner-up with 225 vehicles exported, while 
Isuzu maintained its dominance over Nissan 
with 178 units shipped, compared to only 166 for 
Nissan, which used to be a strong exporter into the 
African continent.

Zimbabwe (146) and Ghana (106) were the 
only two countries to buy more than 100 export 
units from SA in the month of December. ■

SA Exports Into Africa Plunged 28% in 2020

David Coffey, CEO of AAAM.

AAAM Welcomes 
Launch of the AfCFTA
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2020 was a year no one saw coming. COVID-19 
wrought economic, political and emotional chaos, 
testing the limits of individuals, families, health-
care systems and whole sectors of society. Yet, 
as the ninth annual Looking Further with Ford 
Trends Report highlights, the global pandemic also 
revealed just how resilient people can be in finding 
ways to cope and adapt.

“As we look forward to a post-pandemic 
world, it’s clear that the changes brought about by 
COVID-19 have changed us – but to what degree?” 
said Sheryl Connelly, global consumer trends and 
futuring manager for Ford Motor Company.

“Ford and other companies are keenly 
interested to know what changes will stick long 
after COVID is in our rear-view mirror. And while 
no one can predict the future, that doesn’t mean we 
can’t prepare for it,” Connelly explained.

In a global survey of 14 countries, 69 per cent 
of respondents said they are overwhelmed by the 
changes they see taking place in the world. When 
asked how well they have adapted to the changes 
during the pandemic, 53 per cent said adapting has 
been harder than they imagined, while 47 per cent 
say it has been easier than they imagined. Younger 
generations have taken it harder than their older 
peers; 63 per cent of Gen Zers say adapting has 
been harder than they imagined, vs. 42 per cent of 
Boomers who say the same.

The 2021 Ford Trends Report examines these 
changing patterns in consumer behaviour and 
attitudes around the globe to help decision makers 
understand how these shifts may influence our 
world in 2021 and beyond. Other trends high-
lighted in the report include:

Pressure Points: Worldwide, anxiety is 
high –  fuelled by fears of contracting COVID-19 

and concerns about the pandemic’s impact on 
communities, employment, education and more. 
More than 60 per cent of adults globally say they 
feel more stressed than they did a year ago, and 4 
in 5 say they should take better care of their emo-
tional well-being. Acutely aware of the implications 
of the pandemic on mental health, people are 
finding innovative ways to cope and connect.

Time to Escape: “To beat back the 
monotony of the pandemic and the confines of 
home, consumers are looking for new ways to 
escape – and many are seeking refuge in their 
vehicles. More than 1 in 4 adults globally who own 
a vehicle say they use their vehicle to relax. Close to 
1 in 5 say they use their vehicle to find privacy. And 
17 per cent say they use it as a place to work.

The Company You Keep: The pan-
demic has put a spotlight on consumers’ need for 
companionship and reshaped their sense of family. 
Loneliness is pervasive across the globe. One in 
two people say they feel lonely on a regular basis. 
Younger generations feel this most acutely. Gen 
Zers are nearly twice as likely to say they feel lonely 
on a regular basis as Boomers (64 per cent vs 34 per 
cent). As a result, many are reconsidering where 
they live, moving closer to family, and finding 
companionship in new ways – online and off.

Minding the Gap: Worldwide, gaps in 
inequality and inequity loom large – particularly 
as the pandemic has had a disproportionate impact 
on low-income communities, ethnic minorities 
and women. As consumers become more aware of 
the divide, brands are stepping up as activists and 
entrepreneurs. Seventy-six per cent of adults glob-
ally say they expect brands to take a stand on social 
issues – and 75 per cent say they think brands 
today are trying to do the right thing.

Good Buy: Amid the pandemic, how we 
buy – and what we seek to buy – has transformed. 
Companies big and small are adapting at blazing 
speed and many consumers are embracing and 
enjoying the new normal. Seventy-five per cent 
of adults globally say they appreciate the ways in 
which companies have improved the shopping 
experience since the pandemic began, and 41 per 
cent say they don’t want to go back to the way they 
shopped before the pandemic.

Traffic Detour: The pandemic may have you 
feeling stuck, but we are not at a standstill – per-
sonal transportation is flourishing. Bike sales have 
soared and cities have shut down streets to make 
space for cyclists. Car sales have boomed as people 
seek security in knowing they can control their 
environment. And smart city planning is accelerat-
ing the way for fully implemented autonomous 
driving. Sixty-seven per cent of adults globally say 
they are hopeful about the future of autonomous 
vehicles, and 68 per cent of parents say they’d 
rather see their children ride in a self-driving car 
than with a stranger.

Sustaining Sustainability: In the early 
days of the pandemic, air quality emerged as a 
possible silver lining to the worldwide lockdown, 
but that optimism quickly diminished as the 
world retreated to plastics and other disposables – 
making it clear that being sustainable and staying 
sustainable are not always in lockstep. Younger 
generations are particularly concerned. Forty-six 
per cent of Gen Zers globally say the pandemic 
has made us more wasteful and 47 per cent say 
that long-term, the pandemic will have a negative 
impact on the environment.

For the full Looking Further with Ford 2021 
Trends Report visit www.fordtrends.com. ■

Consumers Resilient and Adaptive 
Amid the Pandemic
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Mahindra-Ford Joint 
Venture Fails

Mahindra & Mahindra, the leader in the Indian 
SUV field, which has reportedly shied away from 
half a dozen joint ventures over the years has 
broken its alliance with Ford, which was originally 
planned to support the two companies’ business 
activities in India and was established at the end of 
2019. Mahindra had a 51% share in the JV and Ford 
49%. Now it is history.

These two companies had a previous short 
relationship in 1996-1997 when Ford partnered 
with Mahindra to launch its Escort sedan into 
the Indian market. The car was a sales disaster 
and the alliance ended quickly. Another 
half dozen alliances have been negotiated 
since then, but none have worked, although 
Pawan Goenka, MD of Mahindra, says they 
all provided valuable learnings for the Indian 
conglomerate and helped it grow as a versatile 
automotive company. ■

Audi’s Aggressive 
Motorsport Programme

Audi, a member of the Volkswagen Group, has 
announced an aggressive motorsport programme 
for the future. Firstly, it will end its involvement 
as a factory entrant in Formula E (electric car) 
racing at the end of the year and will then focus 
on the Dakar Rally next year, as well as returning 
to endurance racing in events such as the Le Mans 
and Daytona 24-hour events.

The move to Dakar comes as a big surprise 
which does not end there as the Audi will use a 
hybrid car with electric power and a high perfor-
mance internal combustion engine as an “energy 
converter” to charge the big batteries needed to 
provide the power required for this type of event.

The programme will be run by Sven Quandt’s 
Q Motorsport team, based in Germany. Quandt 
is very experienced in cross-country racing, first 
with Mitsubishi and later with the successful 
Mini X-Raid programme which has resulted in six 
Dakar wins. Quandt’s sons, Thomas and Tobias, 
are also involved in the ambitious project and it 
remains to be seen how this will affect the future of 
the X-Raid team.

Audi, which built its motorsport reputation 
with the all-conquering Audi Quattro’s that 
brought four-wheel drive to rallying, will also 
contest the 2022 World Endurance Championship 
(WEC) with a hybrid LMDh sports racer which 
can compete in events such as the famous 24-hour 
races at Le Mans and Daytona. Audi has a proud 
record at Le Mans, with 13 overall victories.
Porsche, another member of the VW Group, has 
also announced its intention to contest the WEC 
series, where these cars will be pitted against the 
so-called hypercars to be fielded by Toyota among 
other entrants, starting this year. ■

VW Group to Defend Driver-
Mode System Claim by JLR

Automotive News Europe says that the Volkswagen 
Group claims it will “robustly” defend its position 
on an off-road driving mode system following 
accusations of patent infringement by Jaguar Land 
Rover. The latter filed a complaint in November 
with the International Trade Commission (ITC) in 
the United States.

The British firm wants the ITC to halt the 
importation of certain VW Group models into 
the US, specifically those employing “certain 
vehicle control systems” that allegedly infringe 
its patents. These include the Lamborghini 
Urus, Porsche Cayenne, as well as the Audi Q8, 
Q7, Q5, A6 Allroad and e-tron vehicles and the 
Volkswagen Tiguan.

Car and Driver, the well-known US automo-
tive magazine, reports that the case arose from the 
diving mode system that debuted in the Bentley 
Bentayga SUV, which JLR believes infringes on 
Land Rover’s patented Terrain Response system. ■

BMW Tops US Luxury Sales, 
Lexus Pips Mercedes-Benz

BMW retained its position as the top selling luxury 
vehicle brand in the United States in 2020, selling 
278 732 units. Lexus, a former, long-time luxury 
category leader, sold 275 041 units to pip Mercedes-
Benz for runner-up position by a scant 125 units. ■

Snippets

continued on next page 

Audi will also contest the 2022 
World Endurance Championship 
(WEC) with a hybrid LMDh 
sports racer.

Audi will focus on the Dakar Rally next year as well as returning to endurance racing in events such as the Le Mans and Daytona 24-hour events.
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SUV Sales Rising 
Spectacularly in France

It was interesting to read an article showing the 
way in which the popularity of SUVs has soared in 
France over the past decade, mainly at the expense 
of hatchbacks, which were the mainstay in many 
European countries for years.

For instance, hatchback sales made up 61% of 
the total in 2010 and now they make up 48%, while 
the SUV share has rocketed from 8% to 39% in the 
same time frame. Multi-purpose vehicles (MPVs) 
have been another big loser, going down to only 3% 
from 15%.

Sedans, which were never popular in Europe 
in recent years, halved from 4% to 2%, while 
station wagons (estate cars) slipped from 6% to 4%. 
Specialist models to fall in demand were cabriolets 
(down from 0.8% to 0.2%) and coupes (down 0.8% 
to 0.3%). Vans fell slightly from 4% to 2%. ■

Ford Closes Three Plants and 
Ends Production in Brazil

Ford has announced that it is closing three plants 
in Brazil within 2021 and will end all production 
in that country. It will also end sales of certain 
nameplates in South America, including Eco-Sport, 
Ka, and Troller T4 off-roader. According to a Ford 
spokesman this region has been losing substantial 
amounts of money for many years and the company 
is moving to a leaner, asset-light business model.

Ford says it will maintain a presence in South 
America with assembly plants in Argentina and 
Venezuela, while importing built-up vehicles as 
well as maintaining a product development centre 
with proving ground.

The moves are part of a $11 billion global 
restructuring programme announced in 2018 
under former CEO Jim Hackett. His successor, 
Jim Farley, has recommitted Ford to global margin 
goals of 8%. ■

Parts Supply Must Not 
be Underestimated

The aftermarket, and especially parts supply is 
not often in the limelight in SA, but Toyota has 
come up with some interesting statistics regarding 
its parts operation, which is headquartered at a 
massive facility in Ekurhuleni. Toyota SA reports 
that it distributed 14.32-million parts pieces to the 
domestic market and over 3.3-million pieces to 
the export market in 2020. In December alone just 
over 1.28-million parts pieces were delivered to 
local dealers with a further 315 943 pieces shipped 
to foreign markets. ■

Repurposing a Factory
A French car factory has been repurposed from 
building new vehicles to refurbishing used vehicles. 
The plan is to refurbish 45 000 used vehicles in the 
8 500 m2 facility in 2021. It is estimated that the 
average refurbishing time per car will be cut from 
21 days to six days. The facility will also offer retro 
fitment of battery electric powertrains to cars origi-
nally fitted with internal combustion engines. ■

Photo of Upcoming Ford 
Maverick Leaked

A photograph of a partially camouflaged Ford 
Maverick compact pick-up truck has appeared on 
the Maverick Truck Club website in the US. This 
new model will slot in under the Ford Ranger (as 
sold in SA) and is based on the same FWD and 
4WD Ford C2 platform as the Ford Escape (Kuga) 
SUV. Ford dealers have been told to expect produc-
tion of 100 000 units a year.

It is not known if the Maverick will come to 
SA, where the locally developed Ford Bantam was a 
strong seller in the below-one-ton market where it 
was sold between 1983 and 2011. ■

2021 DJ Run for Classic 
Motorcycles Cancelled

The annual DJ Run regularity rally for classic 
motorcycles made before 1937 has been cancelled 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. It was to have 
taken place on March 12-13 between Durban 
and Johannesburg. ■

Snippets

 continued from previous page
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MIKE WINFIELD, 1947 – 2021

BY STUART JOHNSTON

Mike Winfield, a highly respected South African 
motoring journalist, died on Monday, January 
18, 2021, after having contracted COVID-19 in 
hospital where he was being treated for a back 
injury. Mike was 73 at the time of his death and is 
survived by his younger brother Barry, a US-based 
motoring journalist.

While South African-born Mike will be re-
membered chiefly for his 26-year stint as Motoring 
Editor for Pretoria News, his journalistic career be-
gan in earnest in the UK, working on some highly 
acclaimed publications. As a young journalist on a 
South African motorcycling magazine, I first came 
into contact with Mike in 1983 when he was deputy 
editor of The Biker magazine in the UK. Prior to 
that, Mike had been an assistant editor at On Four 
Wheels magazine, and then sports reporter on the 
world-renowned Motor Cycle Weekly newspaper.

On his return to South Africa in the 
mid-1980s he was editor of Boating SA, and also 
did public relations work for the SA Powerboat 
Racing industry. I first met him in person on the 
banks of the Vaal river, for a feature Mike had 
organised on powerboat racer Peter Lindenberg. 
I was immediately impressed with Mike’s deep 
knowledge of all things motoring, but especially 
his humility. At that time I was motoring editor 
at Pretoria News, and when I was offered a 

position at a Cape Town-based magazine, I 
immediately contacted Mike to inform him that 
the Pretoria News motoring gig would soon be 
up for grabs.

Thus Mike joined Pretoria News at the end 
of 1985 and became a mainstay on the Pretoria 
motoring scene until his official retirement 
in 2012. He attended countless international 
motoring launches, and he became very involved 
with the historic car racing scene at Zwartkops, 
also enjoying a number of race drives in 
classic racers.

Pretoria News editor, Val Boje, remembers 
Mike the way most of us will remember him, as “an 
absolute gentleman, and one who was a perfection-
ist in his work”. His brother Barry posted a moving 
tribute to Mike on Facebook, and journalists 
from the erstwhile Star Motoring (where Mike 
continued as a sub-editor after his official 2012 
retirement) also posted heartfelt tributes to Mike, 
citing his passion for motoring, his vast knowledge 
and modesty. ■

People

MALCOM KINSEY 1944 – 2021

BY STUART JOHNSTON

Malcom Kinsey died just two days before his 
77th birthday on January 20, 2021. Whilst most 
motoring people will associate his name with the 
famous Kinsey Reports on comparable spares 
pricing in South Africa, for me – when I think 
of Malcom – there is one achievement that will 
always stand out.
That is the photograph by Malcom, published in 
the September 1969 edition of Car Magazine. It’s 
a full-page shot of Gordon Briggs three-wheeling 
his Broadspeed Ford Anglia through Angels 
Angle bend at the (now defunct) Roy Hesketh 
motor racing circuit in Pietermaritzburg. The 
attitude of the car with its inside front wheel high 
in the air, the opposite lock being applied by the 
driver, the perfect focus, the low shutter speed 
adding a tremendous sense of speed to the picture 
– these all came together in a shot that epitomised 
motorsport excitement in the late 1960s! It 
remains one of the finest motor racing pictures I 
have ever seen.

Malcolm was something of a child prodigy 
in photography, having had his work published 
by the acclaimed Swiss motoring annual Auto 
Review when he was still a Standard 7 (Grade 9) 

schoolboy. He worked full time as a photographer 
for the Durban-based newspapers the Natal 
Mercury and Daily News in the 1960s, and was a 
regular contributor to Car magazine in the 1960s 
and 1970s.

In the early 1970s Malcom built and raced a 
Ford Escort in the KZN- Natal saloon car series 
and this car was notable for carrying sponsor-
ship from Scope, the somewhat risqué men’s 
interest magazine.

The Kinsey Reports on comparable spare parts 
pricing for popular South African cars, which 
came a few decades later, were seen as vital infor-
mation for both consumers and manufacturers 
alike. He also compiled a number of parts surveys 
commissioned exclusively by manufacturers.

A fellow of the South African Guild of 
Motoring Journalists, Malcom Kinsey had a multi-
facetted life. He was an avid cyclist and fitness 
fanatic, and regularly swam the Midmar Mile with 
his children, sons Tony and Tim and daughter 
Sandi. His wife Jill was instrumental in organis-
ing the annual Kinsey Reports, which became an 
industry standard on spare parts pricing.

Above all, Malcolm Kinsey was a kindly 
mentor to many a young motoring journalist, and 
first and foremost a gentleman. He will be sore 
missed by his family and the motoring fraternity in 
South Africa. ■

One of Malcolm Kinsey’s greatest photographs, 

capturing the Broadspeed Anglia in spectacular 

three-wheeling form.

Mike Winfield.

Malcom Kinsey.

Obituaries
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People

New Head of VW Passenger 
Cars Appointed

Steffen Knapp has been appointed to head the 
Volkswagen Passenger Car Brand in South Africa 
and replaces Martina Biene. The appointment is 
effective from 1 January 2021.

Knapp, who originates from Germany, joins 
the South African team from Volkswagen India, 
where he developed a successful turnaround 
strategy for the brand.

“I am confident that Steffen Knapp will 
continue the great work initiated by Martina Biene 
and compliment that with his own initiatives. He 
has good strategic skills and a wealth of experience, 
which augurs well for both the Volkswagen team 
and the Dealer Network,” said Mike Glendinning, 
VWSA Sales and Marketing Director. 

Knapp, who holds a degree in Economics, has 
spent his entire career in the automotive industry 
and has held various management positions 
within Europe which included Brand, Sales and 
Dealer Network as well as Managing Director with 
responsibility for a market. ■

Investment Expert 
Appointed as CEO of 

AIDC EC

Trade, Investment and Policy Specialist, 
Thabo Shenxane has been appointed CEO of 
the AIDC Eastern Cape.

Shenxane joins the AIDC Eastern Cape (AIDC 
EC) from his position as Head: Trade, Investment 

& Innovation at the Eastern Cape Development 
Corporation (ECDC). He holds a Master’s 
degree in Economic Policy from the University 
of Stellenbosch.

Specialising in Policy, Investment and 
Trade development, Shenxane has also served 
in executive leadership roles at South Africa’s 
national Department of Trade and Industry, the 
Department of Economic Development in the 
Western Cape, Amathole Development Agency 
and the Umsobomvu Youth Fund in a career 
spanning 23 years.

At the behest of the Minister of Finance he 
had been appointed a Board Member of the Co-
operatives Banks Development Agency (CBDA) 
between 2013 and 2016.

In his role at the ECDC over the past four 
years Shenxane and his team secured investment 
revenue worth R3.6billion for the Eastern Cape, 
but he has always balanced high-level trade 
and investment with the priority of supporting 
small enterprises.

In the private sector as the MD of Chumisa 
Consulting, he completed successful strategy de-
velopment and skills related contracts for, among 
others, the Department of Economic Development 
and Environmental Affairs of the Eastern Cape 
to develop a Provincial SMME Strategy in 2009. 
Other studies include “Challenges facing Youth 
Co-operatives in Gauteng” for the Gauteng Youth 
Commission, a Review of the Implementation of 
the Gauteng B-BBEE Strategy in partnership with 
ECI Africa and a review of the North West 1998 
Provincial SMME Strategy.

The AIDC EC, founded in 2003, is an Eastern 
Cape Provincial government subsidized agency 
mandated to assist the region’s important automo-
tive and manufacturing sectors become more 
globally competitive.
For more information visit: www.aidcec.co.za ■

Naamsa’s New Office 
Bearers for 2021

Naamsa recently announced the appointment of 
several senior executives as its national office bear-
ers for the the term ending December 31, 2021.:

 ■ Andrew Kirby, Chief Executive Officer for 
Toyota South Africa has been re-elected as 
President after the retirement of Tim Abbott 
from BMW South Africa at the end of December 
2020;

 ■ Neale Hill, Chief Executive Officer at Ford 
Motor Company retains his position as Vice-
President: Original Equipment Manufacturers;

 ■ Gary Scott, Chief Executive Officer of 
Kia Motors retains his position as Vice-
President: Independent Vehicle Importers and 
Distributors; 

 ■ Fabio Souza, Managing Director, Scania 
South Africa has been elected as the new Vice-
President: Heavy Commercial Vehicles. ■

Steffen Knapp.

Thabo Shenxane. Fabio Souza.

Gary Scott.
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BY ROGER HOUGHTON

A major new automotive and mobility company 
was born on January 16th. Its name is Stellantis and 
it is the result of a successful merger of Peugeot 
Citroën (PSA) and Fiat Chrysler (FCA). Based on 
last year’s sales results the new combination will 
rank sixth in the world motor company peck-
ing order, behind Volkswagen, Toyota, General 
Motors, the Renault-Nissan-Mitsubishi Alliance, 
and Hyundai-Kia.

This places the new arrival, which has com-
bined annual sales of about 8-million units, ahead 
of China’s largest motor company, SAIC, as well as 
Ford, Daimler and Honda.

Carlos Tavares, the Stellantis CEO, was very 
fluent and self-confident as he handled a myriad of 
questions from the media in a conference on June 
19 that lasted almost two hours.

Stellantis currently employs 400 000 people 
of 150 nationalities and has said it will cut annual 
costs by over R80-billion without plant closures 
or lay-offs. Tavares kept stressing that the merged 
company would be a shield to employment and 
the many factories that it operates worldwide. He 
said that at this stage there would be no cuts in 
the number of employees nor factories but going 
forward both entities had to prove their worth 
by increasing productivity and meeting high 
benchmark standards.

Tavares made a point of emphasising that 
it was a merger of two strong companies, based 

on recent financial performance and this was a 
strong foundation on which to build the new entity 
formed from their R835-billion tie-up. It took 
over a year to finalise the deal, during which the 
global economy was upended by the COVID-19 
pandemic. Negotiations began in October 2019 and 
the shares started trading in Milan and Paris on 18 
January 2021 and in New York the following day.

The merged company said it expects 40% of its 
benefit to flow from the convergence of platforms 
and powertrains, including optimising invest-
ments and assets in research and development. It 
expects a 35% saving on purchasing due to a big 
increase in the number of shared components that 
will be needed going forward.

Stellantis, like all global motor companies, 
realises the need to invest billions in the years 
ahead to transform its vehicle range for the electric 
era. It currently offers 29 electrified models in its 
extensive product range 
and promises 39 by the 
end of this year.

One of the 
questions Tavares 
answered referred to the 
huge bunch of brands 
that were now in the 
Stellantis stable and 
whether any would 
be dropped. He said 
that all 14 would stay – 
12 vehicles brands 
and two mobility 

brands – and all vehicle brands would benefit from 
component sharing with “sister cars” thus ensuring 
higher production volumes of similar components.

The Stellantis vehicle brands and their total 
sales between January and September 2020 are: 
Jeep (860 753 units sold); Peugeot (764 720); Fiat 
(760 541); Ram (526 966); Citroën (507 800); Opel/
Vauxhall (443 160); Dodge (237 422); Chrysler 
(79 021); Alfa Romeo (41 116); DS (32 777); Lancia 
(29 393); Maserati (11 456).

The two mobility brands are Free2Move 
and Leasys. ■

Footnote: The author had more than a passing 
interest in this merger as he started his career in the 
local motor industry with Chrysler South Africa in 
1968 when he joined its public relations department 
at what was then Chrysler’s new production plant 
in Silverton, Pretoria (now the premises of the Ford 
Motor Company of Southern Africa).

Stellantis: A New Motor Company
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Corporate Social Responsibility

Ford Motor Company Fund is awarding the first 
grants from the Booth Schoch Future Success Fund 
to budding entrepreneurs at the Ford Resource and 
Engagement Centre (FREC) in South Africa. The re-
cipients are all FREC programme graduates who will 
share $10 000 in grants to advance their businesses. 
They have completed the Entrepreneurship Program 
to start in-home businesses or were in the Early 
Childhood Development training and certification 
program to establish After School Care Centres.

“We’re inspired by the drive and dedication 
shown by students in these FREC programs 
as they carve out a more prosperous future for 
themselves and the community,” said Benna 
Deese, manager, Global Development, Ford Fund. 
“Our community empowerment initiatives can 
really make a difference toward making people’s 
lives better.”

The grant programme is named in honour 
of former Ford Motor Company of Southern 
Africa executives Lewis Booth and Dave Schoch, 
who were enthusiastic champions of the local 
Mamelodi Township community. It is endowed 
with $100 000 for 10 years and $10 000 is awarded 
each year to deserving FREC students. Ford 
Motor Company Fund, the philanthropic arm of 
Ford Motor Company, works with South African 
partner NGO, Future Families, in managing 
the program.

The three grant awardees this year are:
 ■ Mabel Mabaso, a student at the FREC who is 

completing the Early Childhood Development 
course. Her business, Little Cherubim Ark, was 
severely impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic 
and is currently under the mentorship of the 
resource centre. Ford is assisting Mabaso in 
developing strategies to expand her business.

 ■ Ashley Mokwena established Kasi Hygiene, 
a forward-looking bin cleaning company. 
Mokwena sought training and ideas for business 
growth at the FREC, where the technical 
department designed and constructed a washing 
cart that reduces water usage. Since then the 
number of clients has doubled.

 ■ Joanna Shongwane started her upholstery 
business under the FREC’s mentorship 
programme. She developed a sustainable 
business plan, secured funding and equipment, 
and learned marketing tactics. The result was 
more customers, more work and more profits.

“There are many talented people in the community 
who have an existing business or an idea, but they 
don’t necessarily have the financial and business 
skills that would allow them to grow their business 
further,” explained Robin Learmonth, director, 
South Africa FREC. “We aim to help them achieve 
better financial independence and business 
viability, and we are extremely proud of what our 
graduates have achieved.”

The Ford Resource and Engagement Centre in 
South Africa was first established by Ford Motor 
Company Fund in 2016 and invests $100 000 
annually in training and enterprise develop-
ment. To date, 326 people have been trained 
across various courses, with 70 per cent being 
women. Entrepreneurship graduates are encour-
aged to launch their own small enterprises, thus 

creating further employment opportunities in 
their communities.

The Ford Resource and Engagement Centre 
serves community members from Mamelodi at its 
facility based at Ford’s Silverton Assembly Plant 
where courses in employability, financial literacy, 
entrepreneurship, mentorship, and early childhood 
development are offered.

Ford Resource and Engagement Centres are 
a Ford Fund innovation that brings non-profit 
partners together in a collaborative environment 
to support surrounding communities. In addition 
to South Africa, Ford Resource and Engagement 
Centre’s are located in Romania, Thailand and two 
in Detroit, Michigan. ■

Entrepreneurs Receive Grants to 
Grow Small Businesses

To date, 326 people have been 
trained across various courses, 
with 70 per cent being women.
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Starting in Pretoria, the 2020 edition of the 
well-known Seven7 Drive made its way around 
the country with stops in Polokwane, Groot 
Marico, Upington, Cape Town, Port Elizabeth, 
Bloemfontein, Bethlehem and Nelspruit before 
heading back to Gauteng. Kia has sponsored the 
annual event since its inception in 2015. 

“The 2020 Seven7 Drive was obviously simpli-
fied significantly compared to previous years,” said 
Danie Botha, one of the Seven7 Drive founders and 
the expedition leader. “Due to COVID-19 we were 
not able to enter any hospitals or visit oncology 
wards, so instead of a large convoy, we decided to 
use one vehicle that we can fill to the brim with 
necessities and gifts.”

Here Kia’s K2500 light commercial vehicle – 
fitted with a closed canopy – suited the revised 
Seven7 Drive perfectly. “The reason the Seven7 
Drive opted for a K2500 for the 2020 expedition 
was because they wanted to do the entire trip in 

one vehicle – and they needed packing space,” 
explained Christo Valentyn, GM: Marketing for 
Kia Motors South Africa. “With its 1 ton load 
capacity, comfortable cabin, adjustable seats and 
air-conditioning, the K2500 was the perfect vehicle 
for the job at hand.”

While the expedition itself had to be simplified 
this year, the organisation still delivered toys, 
toiletries and basic necessities to those who need 

hope and support the most while going through an 
extremely difficult time.

“KIA supports the Seven7 Drive because we 
understand just how important it is for people 
to feel valued and supported when dealing with 
cancer,” said Gary Scott, CEO, KIA Motors 
South Africa. “And it’s not only the children, but 
their families who deserve all the help we can 
possibly give.” ■

Corporate Social Responsibility

Spreading Hope and Awareness for Children with Cancer

Isuzu dealer, CP Nel Motors and Isuzu ChildLife 
are providing an opportunity for at least 60 
disadvantaged young women to participate in 
the Sea the Change environmental education 
youth programme.

This programme is being piloted by the 
Oceans Research Foundation with the purpose 
of promoting skills development and creating 
environmental awareness. Sea the Change has been 
in pilot phase since 2019 and to date 2 400 learners 
have benefitted from the programme.

This year the 60 young women from Mossel 
Bay, between the ages of 16 and 18 years, will be 
trained in the core areas of marine mammal strand-
ing response, first aid, life guard training, pre-sea 
introduction and skippers licence. The selected par-
ticipants will follow a general marine education and 
practical skills programme and then throughout 
the year will also be involved with environmental 
ambassador outreach activity in the community.

Isuzu ChildLife granted funding of R88 000 
through CP Nel Motors towards the project. 
Kenneth Cupido, Dealer Principal at C P Nel 
Motors, believes that, as a dealership located on the 
coast, it is important to teach youth about nature 
conservation and preservation through develop-
ment programmes. “We are aware of the societal 
ills and challenges within our communities. We 
trust that young females will learn skills which will 
stand them in good stead to pursue science and 
marine related careers,” Cupido said.

Isuzu Childlife is a joint initiative between 
Isuzu Motors South Africa and its dealer network. 
Each entity contributes to the fund for every 
vehicle sold.

Cupido and the team at C P Nel Motors 
were delighted that this local project has 
received the support from Isuzu. “The support 

from Isuzu ChildLife gives our dealership 
the opportunity to uplift our community 
and to make a meaningful difference in the 
lives of our youth. Skills programmes of 
this nature will instil confidence, improve 
self-esteem and assist in youth marketability,” 
he concluded. ■

Support for Environmental Education Youth Programme
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We Drive

BY STUART JOHNSTON

If you look up the meaning of the word “starlet” 
you’ll find it refers to a young actress with ambi-
tions to become a full-blown star. It’s a name that 
Toyota has applied to various diminutive models 
dating back to 1973. In the case of the latest Toyota 
Starlet, it’s a smallish hatchback that had already 
established its credentials as a Suzuki Baleno, and 
now – with a small amount of badge-engineering – 
it’s looking to find its own niche in the modern 
Toyota family.

This model doubling, by the way, came about 
after Toyota and Suzuki reached a tech-sharing 
agreement back in mid-2019.

Well, if sales figures are a good indication of 
acceptance, Toyota could well consider the new 
hatch a full-blown star. In December, the newcomer 
was the company’s top passenger model with 1 126 
sales. And that success followed its first on-sale 
achievement in October last year, with 1 102 sales!

While those sales figures are way above what 
the Baleno has achieved in the last two years here, 
Suzuki should nevertheless focus on the fact that 
the Starlet’s success is another endorsement of how 
good Suzuki products are. They seem to be able 
to inject a flair into small, low-priced products 
that is normally the province of much more 
expensive offerings.

In its Toyota guise, with minimal changes, 
this is a very well-packaged car. It offers generous 
rear legroom and a large boot, measuring some 
345 litres

Badges apart, the Toyota-specific touches on 
the Xr model I sampled included a digital speedo 
and rev counter and an infotainment system with 
a reverse camera. The Xr model, incidentally, is 

the most expensive and is priced quite a bit above 
the entry-level Xi manual at R209 000 and the Xs 
manual at R219 500. The main reason for the big 
cost jump, apart from the infotainment system, is 
that the Xr comes with side and curtain airbags to 
complement the driver and passenger airbags fitted 
to the two less expensive models. The Xr model in 
manual form costs R263 700.

On receiving the car in early December, and 
with no plans to travel further afield than about 
60 km/h from my Jo’burg home base, I decided to 
once again set myself the task of seeing how little 
fuel I could use over the holiday period. The roads 
were not as quiet in Jo’burg this year over the holi-
days as they usually are, as many people cancelled 
their trips following the beach ban for COVID-19 
reasons. Nevertheless, driving in Jo’burg over 
December and for the first week of January was a 
relative pleasure.

The overall fuel consumption I ended up 
with was a figure of 5,1 litres/100 km. I was really 
proud of this, as I had worked extremely hard 
to use minimal revs and the smallest of throttle 
openings, and employed all the tricks one reaches 
for in an informal “economy run”, such as very 
early up-shifts. Imagine my surprise then, when I 
studied the Starlet launch media release published 
in late September 2020, to discover that the official 
average fuel consumption figure for the Starlet was 
5,1 litres/100 km!

Once again, this brought to mind the fact 
that just about all manufacturers’ official fuel 
consumption figures are extremely optimistic! 
All I can say is that it took a mind-set of extreme 
eco-consciousness to achieve 5,1 litres/100 km. 
That figure may be almost within reach if your 
commute involves a major portion of highway 
driving in non-peak hour periods. But gener-
ally I am of the opinion that if you crack an 
overall Starlet consumption figure of less than 
6,2 litres/100 km in general use, you will be 
doing well.

For the rest, I found the seats really comfort-
able. The little Suzuki-sourced 68 kW 1,4-litre 
engine’s ability to operate at below 2 000 r/min 
on small throttle openings is excellent, and 
the gear change, steering and brakes were all 
very satisfying.

It’s a good looking car, the Starlet, and I 
particularly enjoyed the wheel pattern on the Xr 
model. Incidentally, the base model Xi comes with 
steel wheels, while both the Xs and Xr are fitted 
with 16-inch alloys, shod with 185/55 R16 rubber. 
If I was buying one I would probably opt for the Xs 
at R215 200.

I would also look at the similarly-priced 
Baleno equivalents, as the Suzuki models have a 
more attractive warranty and service plan than 
their Toyota counterparts. Sure, Toyota has much 
better country-wide dealer coverage, but Suzuki 
is on the up and up, and made impressive market 
share gains under lockdown conditions. All this 
bodes well for the kind of service you are likely to 
get over the longer term.

Of course, a huge part of Toyota’s dominance 
in our market is down to its excellent aftersales 
service and this is likely to remain in place for the 
next few decades at least. ■

The Xr comes with side and 
curtain airbags to complement 
the driver and passenger 
airbags fitted to the two less 
expensive models.

A Month With a Starlet

Toyota's Starlet has already graduated to star status.

The 19,2 km/litre figures translates to 5,1 litres/100 km over a distance of 

1 456 km.
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JSE-listed Motus, the largest retail motor group 
in South Africa, is ramping up its brand building 
strategy after consolidating and restructuring the 
business in the two years since Motus Holdings 
was unbundled from Imperial Holdings. The 
pace of brand building, together with the launch 
of a string of business innovations, will continue 
this year.

According to Corné Venter, the CEO of the 
Motus Retail and Rental Division, the launch of 
the Motus portal at the end of last year was a major 
step forward, as it links into a number of upcoming 
new business developments for the Motus brand.

“The most recent development is the launch 
of Motus Select, which replaces the long-standing 
Imperial Select as a place to buy a pre-owned 
vehicle”, explained Venter.

Traditionally Motus Select was the used 
car brand for only the Motus Hyundai, Kia and 
Renault multi-franchise dealers. Going forward, 
the net will be cast much wider. Several of the new 
car brands represented by Motus – such as Isuzu, 
to name but one – do not have a first-tier used 
car brand. Furthermore, often opportunity exists 
within franchised dealerships for a second-tier 
used car brand, and Motus Select will in the future 
fulfil such a role.

Motus Select will therefore first and foremost 
be the Motus Retail used car bricks-and-
mortar brand, naturally backed up with a strong 
online presence.

“Motus Select has a dedicated website at  
www.motusselect.co.za and these dealers will 
also buy used vehicles, provided they are from 
2015 or later and have less than 120 000 km on the 
odometer, as well as a full-service history.

“The fact that we have been hit with a global 
pandemic that is changing the way we do business 
as we were rolling out the Motus brand has meant 
that we have been able to benefit from the latest 
developments in doing business online when 
building the Motus Select portal, so that it is quick 
and easy to use,” added Venter.

All vehicles sold through the Motus Select pre-
owned network are owned by Motus dealerships, 
so customers have the peace of mind of knowing 
that they are dealing with a reputable, country-
wide organisation that has qualified staff and the 
backing of the largest automotive retail network in 
South Africa.

There are already more than 20 dealerships 
in the Motus Select network and this number will 
grow in the future. These dealers have access to 
more than 1 500 pre-owned vehicles, making it 

easy for buyers to find the right make and model to 
meet their requirements.

The sales teams at the Motus Select dealerships 
not only offer vehicles that have been subjected 
to comprehensive safety and operational checks, 
but will ensure that vehicles are delivered with 
all registration and compliance checks in place. 
The Motus Select used vehicle quality control 
process eliminates the possibility of any stolen 
or rebuilt vehicles being offered for sale through 
this network.

Buyers can search the Motus Select website for 
the vehicle they are looking for in terms of make, 
model and price and can also start the finance 
process online or structure their own deal to suit 
their budget using the Motus Select portal.

“We are very excited about the headway that 
Motus has made already and believe that as we 
launch Motus Select into the keenly contested 
used vehicle market, we will build further on our 
new brand as the source of good quality used 
vehicles, competitively priced and backed up by 
the largest motor retail group in the country,” 
Venter concluded. ■

Motus on The Move

Supported by a new brand slogan, ‘Movement 
that inspires’, Kia recently revealed new details of 
a strategy which will see the company go beyond 
vehicle manufacturing to create sustainable mobil-
ity solutions for customers.

Signalling the brand breaking away from its 
traditional manufacturing-driven business model, 
the manufacturer also announced that a new 
corporate name – Kia, instead of the previous Kia 
Motor Corporation.

Kia’s new brand purpose emphasizes that 
movement is at the genesis of human develop-
ment. Movement enables people to see new places, 
to meet new people, and to have new experi-
ences. This connection is the essence of Kia’s new 
brand – to enable human progress by providing 
innovative in-car spaces, exciting new products, 
and meaningful, convenient services that inspire 
customers and free up time for the activities that 
they enjoy the most.

Kia has been in the ‘movement’ industry for 
more than 75 years, and the company went on to 
create Korea’s first domestic bicycles and to manu-
facture motorcycles and delivery trucks. Today, Kia 

is one of the biggest automakers globally, providing 
high-value passenger vehicles to millions of people 
around the world.

Under its new brand purpose, Kia will meet 
changing customer expectations about how they 
move, and how their movement impacts the world 
around them. Consumers are increasingly seeking 
out flexible, environmentally conscious, and 
integrated forms of transportation.

Kia’s new brand strategy is to respond to – and 
shape – these changing expectations by developing 
a range of products and services to meet customers’ 

needs in markets around the globe. To this end 
it is focused on popularising battery electric 
vehicles (BEVs), and plans to reinforce its global 
product line-up with the introduction of seven new 
dedicated BEVs by 2027. These new models will 
include a range of passenger vehicles, SUVs and 
MPVs across several segments.

The first of Kia’s next-generation BEVs will be 
revealed in the first quarter of 2021. It will boast 
a crossover-inspired design, while offering an 
electric driving range of over 500 kilometres and 
a high-speed charging time of under 20 minutes. 
This will also be the first global model to bear Kia’s 
new logo.

Kia is also developing a range of new Purpose-
Built Vehicles (PBVs) for corporate customers. 
These specialised vehicles will be based on flexible 
‘skateboard’ platforms, with modular bodies 
designed to meet the specific mobility needs of 
a broad range of corporate and fleet customers. 
Demand for PBVs is expected to grow five-fold 
by 2030 due to rapid and sustained growth in 
e-commerce and car-sharing services.

Watch the New Kia Brand Showcase here. ■

Kia Gets a New Brand Identity
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The much-anticipated incorporation of the Opel 
brand into the Peugeot Citroën South Africa 
(PCSA) stable has taken place and at the beginning 
of January, PCSA became the official distributor of 
Opel vehicles in South Africa.

Opel has a long and distinguished history in 
South Africa, with presence in the market since 
the 1930s. It was one of the few international 
car brands to allow special edition models to 
be developed uniquely for the South African 
market. It has also enjoyed critical acclaim 
locally, winning the South African Guild of 
Motoring Journalists’ Car of the Year title four 
times since 1991.

“Of course, we are very excited to be dis-
tributing Opel vehicles” said Leslie Ramsoomar, 
Managing Director of PCSA. “The brand has a 
large following locally, and the future product 
line-up is very exciting, with four product launches 
or updates planned for this year.”

PCSA – a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Stellantis – currently distributes Peugeot vehicles 
and since October 2019, Citroën vehicles as 
well. Opel becomes the third Stellantis brand to 
be distributed by the company. “It is a natural 
progression, as the three brands complement 
each other, each appealing to a specific customer 
profile,” Ramsoomar explained. “In addition, it 

allows our multi-brand dealers to have a single 
point of contact with the OEM”.

PCSA have been very clear in their ap-
proach to the Opel Brand, assuring dealers and 
customers that the impact to them should be 
minimal. With no immediate changes planned 
to the existing dealer network, customers can 
be assured that they will still have access to the 
same service points as they previously did. “One 
of our focus areas for this year is training, with 

an emphasis on quality and customer service,” 
continued Ramsoomar.

The announcement of the distributorship 
coincided with the news that the highly anticipated 
sixth-generation Opel Corsa would be available 
at Opel dealerships across South Africa from 
mid-January this year. The Corsa Edition will also 
be introduced locally soon. It features a 1,2-litre, 
three-cylinder petrol engine with 55 kW of peak 
power on tap. ■

The past year has been a true test of working differ-
ently for many businesses, as the global COVID-19 
pandemic forced the country into various levels 
of lockdown for most of 2020. One such company 
that had to adapt quickly to the new circumstances 
was WesBank. As the leader in the vehicle asset 
financing market, it was imperative that it remain 
operational and accessible to its customers and 
stakeholders, whilst ensuring that its employees 
were able to work remotely and function seam-
lessly every day.

The Top Employers Institute has acknowledged 
WesBank’s excellence in human resource practices 
by awarding it the Top Employers South Africa 
certification for 2021, making it four years in a 
row for the company. The Top Employer Institute 
recognises companies for their outstanding people 
policies through their Human Resources best prac-
tice survey, which covers multiple topics expanding 
over 600 practices.

To be considered for this award, WesBank’s 
Human Resources practices and policies were 
subjected to a comprehensive external audit by 
the Institute.

The audit covers the areas of talent manage-
ment, learning and development, leadership 
development, performance management, career 

and succession management, onboarding of new 
employees, compensation and benefits, culture (in-
cluding innovation, CSI, communication, engage-
ment), transformation and ethics and integrity.

“To qualify for and be awarded the Top 
Employers South Africa 2021 certification 
for the fourth year in a row, especially under 
the unusual working conditions in which we 
currently find ourselves, is a great honour for us 
as a company. The pandemic enabled us to bring 
forward our vision of functioning differently but 
effectively, whilst allowing our people to work 
from home – but to still feel connected and an 
integral part of the larger WesBank team,” said 
Chris de Kock, WesBank CEO.

“To have our innovative ideas and initiatives 
recognised in this manner motivates us to do 
even better in the years to come. We continu-
ally strive to ensure that we create a positive 
environment where all our employees can grow, 
learn and develop within the organisation, 
irrespective of the changing circumstances,” De 
Kock concluded. ■

PCSA Takes Over Distribution of Opel Vehicles

The sixth-generation Opel Corsa.

WesBank CEO Chris de Kock.

WesBank Awarded Top Employer Certification
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Working Wheels

In support of the local taxi industry and in order 
to ensure the safety of both drivers and commut-
ers, Toyota South Africa Motors has introduced 
an upgraded driver guard to the Hiace Ses’fikile 
commuter. This enhanced driver guard provides 
additional protection for the driver against 
possible COVID-19 transmission, thereby provid-
ing enhanced peace-of-mind for both drivers 
and passengers.

All Hiace Ses’fikile models produced from 
October 2020 onwards are fitted standard with the 
new driver guard.

Toyota’s Quantum range has also been 
bolstered with the additions of comfort and 
convenience features, along with exterior upgrades 
on selected models. The GL bus now has 16-inch 
alloy wheels shod with 235/65-R16 tyres. 

A new upgraded rear-view mirror incorporates 
an auto-dimming function (electro chromatic), as 

well as reverse camera display. The newly-added 
reverse camera provides drivers with a clear view 
behind the vehicle, offering improved visibility 
while also promoting safety.

Based on market response and customer 
feedback, the number of derivatives within the 
Panel Van and Crew Cab ranges has been reduced. 
The non-air-conditioned models have been 
discontinued, while the Crew Cab line-up has been 
simplified by deleting the rear air-conditioned 
version from the line-up.

Panel Van and Crew Cab derivatives also 
benefit from the auto-dimming rear-view mirror 
and reverse camera upgrade. ■

Toyota Upgrades Hiace and Quantum

The Toyota Hiace Ses’fikile.

The Toyota Quantum.

Mercedes-Benz Trucks, a brand of Daimler Trucks 
& Buses Southern Africa (DTBSA) achieved 
market leader position in the Heavy-Duty Truck 
(HDT) segment in 2020, despite the blatant 
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the 
trucking industry.

Said Maretha Gerber, Head of Mercedes-Benz 
Trucks: “We made bold moves last year during 
tough times and the results are showing. This could 
not have been possible without the dedication and 
resilience demonstrated by our internal staff and 
dealer partners to excel, collaborate, adjust and 
push ahead through all that was thrown at us and 
for this we are deeply grateful. We can all agree 

that 2020 was tough not just for our company, 
but for the entire trucking industry. It is therefore 
humbling to celebrate this success, as it attests to 
the trust our customers continued to place on our 
brand when working tirelessly, across different 
industries, under unique operating conditions 
and for this I would like to sincerely thank all 
our customers.”

The brand also attributes last year’s per-
formance to the successful launch of the 2020 
International Truck of the Year title holder the 
New Actros, which was well received by the local 
market due to the ground breaking innovations 
offered in the range. In addition, the expansion of 

the Arocs range with six new models meant that 
the brand had a complete HDT portfolio to offer to 
its customers within the segment.

Looking into the start of 2021, as the trucking 
industry continues to weather the COVID-19 
storm, of key importance to the brand remains the 
determination to deliver uninterrupted sales and 
service to all customers across Southern Africa. ■

Mercedes-Benz Trucks Dominated the 
Heavy-Duty Truck Segment in 2020

Hino South Africa, with a score of 98.92, has 
continued to top the list for outstanding overall 
customer satisfaction in the latest DATATrack 
comparative truck study covering the fourth 
quarter of 2020.

This score is virtually identical to the 98.93 
points recorded by Hino in the third quarter of 
2020 and marks the eighth time in the past 10 
quarters that this company has held the prime po-
sition among truck brands sold in the local market.

DATATrack is an independent customer 
satisfaction study which has been used since 1989 
and is a highly regarded benchmark for local truck 

operators. The survey uses detailed interviews 
with major fleet operators regarding service levels 
for sales, technical service, and parts to obtain 
data. The scores in these three categories are then 
added up and divided by three to find the overall 
top performer.

Hino’s Overall score of 98.92 was significantly 
higher than the national average of 93.19.

Hino also came out on top in the Technical 
Service and Parts categories. Its Service score was 
99.70, well above the national average of 92.02 
and in the Parts category the score was 99.08, also 
much higher than the average of 92.59.

“This was another sterling performance 
by all the players in the Hino team, from the 
dealers to the suppliers, service providers and 
our customers, who are very much part of our 
family in terms of Hino’s global Total Support 
strategy,” commented Pieter Klerck, General 
Manager of Hino South Africa. “It is truly 
admirable that we have been able to achieve such 
high scores in a period of 2020 when dealers and 
their staff, as well as the Hino SA team had to 
deal with stressful operating conditions as the 
COVID-19 pandemic took its toll on the local 
business environment.” ■

Hino Once Again Dominates Customer Satisfaction Survey

The non-air-conditioned models 
have been discontinued.
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Working Wheels

Volvo Trucks South Africa has introduced four 
new truck ranges to the local market, with a 
strong focus on the driver environment, safety 
and productivity. The launch of the four new-
generation extra heavy commercial trucks; the 
Volvo FH, FH16, FM and FMX, is the biggest in the 
company’s history.

“Our aim is to be our customers’ ultimate 
business partner and helping them attract the best 
drivers in an increasingly competitive market,” 
said Marcus Hörberg, vice-president of Volvo 
Group Southern Africa. “We are really proud of 
this big forward-looking investment in the future 
of our company, and ultimately, the success of 
our customers.”

All the new models are locally assembled in 
the company’s plant in Durban, KwaZulu-Natal. 
For this purpose, Volvo Trucks invested more than 
R2 million to upgrade tooling and equipment in 
the plant.

To help customers recruit and retain the best 
drivers, Volvo Trucks has focused strongly on 
developing the new trucks to make them safer, 
more efficient and more attractive working tools 
for qualified drivers.

“Drivers who handle their truck safely and 
efficiently are an invaluable asset to any transport 
company. Responsible driving behaviour can 
help reduce CO² emissions and fuel costs, as well 
as helping reduce the risk of accidents, injury 
and unplanned downtime. Our new trucks will 
help drivers work even more safely and produc-
tively and give our customers stronger arguments 
when competing to attract the best drivers,” 
continued Hörberg.

The various truck models in the Volvo Trucks 
range are available with many different cab 
models and can be optimised for a wide range of 
applications. In long-haul trucks, the cab is often 
the driver’s second home. In regional transport 
trucks it often serves as a mobile office, while 

in construction the trucks are robust, practical 
work tools.

Therefore, visibility, comfort, ergonomics, 
noise level, manoeuvrability and safety were key 
focal points when developing all the new truck 
models. The truck exterior has also been upgraded 
to reflect the new trucks’ properties and create an 
attractive overall design.

The new Volvo FM and Volvo FMX have 
a brand new cab, as well as many of the same 
instrument display functions as their larger Volvo 
counterparts. Their interior volume has been 
increased by up to one cubic meter, providing 
better comfort and more working room. Visibility 
is now even better due to larger windows, a lowered 
door line and new mirrors.

The steering wheel is equipped with a neck 
tilt function allowing the driving position to be 
individually adjusted to a greater extent. The 
lower bed in the sleeper cab is positioned higher 
up than previously, affording higher comfort and 
creating additional storage space underneath. 
The day cab has a new 40-litre storage compart-
ment with interior lighting on the back wall. Cab 
comfort is further enhanced through reinforced 
insulation that helps shut out cold, heat and noise 
disturbance, while a sensor-controlled climate unit 
with a carbon filter promotes good air quality in 
all conditions.

The driver’s area now has a completely new 
interface for information and communica-
tion, aimed at making it easier to overview and 

manage different functions, creating less stress 
and distraction.

The instrument display is fully digital, with a 
12-inch screen that makes it easy for the driver to 
choose the information needed at any time. Within 
easy reach of the driver there is a supplementary 
9-inch side display available for infotainment, 
navigation, transport information and camera 
monitoring. The functions can be controlled via 
buttons on the steering wheel, by voice control, or 
via the touchscreen and display control panel.

Safety has been improved with functions such 
as adaptive high beam headlights in the Volvo FH 
and Volvo FH16. The system improves safety for 
all road users by automatically disabling selected 
segments of the LED high beam when the truck 
approaches oncoming traffic or another vehicle 
from behind.

Safer driving is also facilitated by an improved 
adaptive cruise control (ACC) for speeds down to 
zero km/h and downhill control that automatically 
activates the service brakes when extra brake force 
is needed to maintain constant downhill speed.

The electronically controlled brake system 
(EBS), which is a prerequisite for safety features 
such as forward collision warning with emergency 
brake and electronic stability control, now comes 
as standard on the new truck. Volvo Dynamic 
Steering, featuring lane keeping assist and lane 
keeping assist, as well as and stability assist, will be 
standard on certain models and also be available 
as an option.

Visibility is improved by the addition of a 
camera on the passenger side that provides a 
complementary view of the side of the truck on the 
side display. This feature is standard on all models.

“With the new Volvo FH, Volvo FH16, Volvo 
FM and Volvo FMX, we are bringing a whole new 
level of driving experience. And in the process, 
taking performance and efficiency to new heights,” 
concluded Hörberg. ■

Volvo Trucks Launches Four New Ranges
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Hino collected the prize for the highest placed 
truck with an engine under 10 litres capacity for 
the 12th successive year when the second Dakar 
Rally to be staged in Saudi Arabia ended in Jeddah 
on 15 January. The only other sub-10-litre competi-
tors in the event, two Mercedes-Benz Unimogs, 
withdrew from the race two days before the finish.

The four-wheel drive Hino 500 Series truck, 
crewed by Teruhito Sugawara, Hirokazu Somemiya 
and Yuji Mochizuki, came 12th overall out of 29 
finishers from an original field of 44 trucks. This is 
the same Hino team who finished 10th overall out 
of an entry of 46 trucks in 2020.

Sugawara, the lead driver and team principal 
of Team Hino Sugawara, has now competed in 22 
Dakar Rallies and has only finished out of the top 
15 overall twice in the 17 years he has been a driver, 
after previously navigating for his father.

It was once again a David and Goliath 
battle as the Hino valiantly raced against a field 
comprising mostly specially developed racing 
trucks with much larger capacity engines. Hino 
downsized its team for this year’s event, due to 
the COVID-19 pandemic. The team was shaved 
to the bare minimum with only one racing truck 
and only three mechanics in the support team. 
None of the mechanics were drafted into the team 
from Hino dealerships as has been the situation in 
recent years.

Hino competed in the Dakar Rally for the 
first time in 1991 and at least one Hino has been a 
finisher every year the event has been staged since 
then. Hino was once again the only Japanese brand 
in a field of Western and Eastern European trucks.

This year’s route was very demanding. The 
Hino crew also had to deal with a forward roll-over 

in the sand dunes that put the truck on its roof 
in the third racing stage. The truck was put back 
on its wheels with the help of a fellow competitor. 
There was major damage to the rear bodywork but, 
fortunately, the drivetrain was virtually undam-
aged, and the team was able to make it back to the 
overnight stop for repairs, although they had lost a 
great deal of time.

This year’s Dakar, which was the 43rd in this se-
ries of long distance cross-country races which has 
now taken place in three global regions – Africa, 
South America, and the Middle East – attracted a 

field of 321 entered vehicles, 286 starters. A total 
of 93 fell out during the two-week event which 
took competitors over a route of 7 812 km, which 
included 4 688 km of special timed stages.

“Hino’s ongoing record for reliability in the 
world’s toughest motorsport event makes us, at 
Hino South Africa, very proud because reliability 
and durability are two of the major attributes of the 
brand which continues to be a significant player in 
the local market, where it has been a participant 
for the past 48 years,” commented Pieter Klerck, 
General Manager of Hino SA. ■

Hino Maintains its Stellar Dakar Record

Teruhito Sugawara, the lead driver 
and team principal of Team Hino 
Sugawara, has now competed 
in 22 Dakar Rallies and has only 
finished out of the top 15 overall 
twice in the 17 years he has been 
a driver.

Hino downsized its team for this 
year’s event, due to the COVID-19 
pandemic. The team was shaved 
to the bare minimum with only 
one racing truck and only three 
mechanics in the support team.

Hino Team Sugawara celebrate yet another finish in the gruelling Dakar Rally, including taking a 12th 

consecutive win in the class for trucks with an engine capacity of less than 10 litres.

The Hino team suffered a considerable loss of time when the truck rolled over in the sand dunes on 

the third day, but the support team was able to repair the damage and the Hino once again proved its 

reliability with another finish in its 29th Dakar rally.
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Japan rocked the global motor industry recently 
with the announcement that it aims to eliminate 
petrol powered vehicles in the next 15 years. 
The government said it planned to reach net 
zero emissions and generate nearly US$2-
trillion in green growth by 2050. According 
to an article in Automotive News the green 
growth strategy is targeting the hydrogen and 
automotive industries.

The government will offer tax incentives 
and other financial support to companies to 
drive its greening programme. The plan aims 
to replace petrol-engined cars with electric 

vehicles, including hybrid and fuel-cell vehicles 
by the mid 2030’s. The government sees cutting 
the cost of electric vehicle batteries as cardinal 
and is targeting lowering the cost of batteries by 
more than half by 2030 to accelerate the growth 
in EV sales.

Japan aims to boost hydrogen consumption 
in areas such as power generation and transporta-
tion to three million tons by 2030 and to about 20 
million tons by 2050, from 200 tons in 2017. The 
country aims to vastly increase the use of renew-
able energy by 2050, mainly through offshore wind 
farms with a goal of renewable energy accounting 

for 50-60% of the nation’s power by 2050, up from 
less than 20% now, while reducing reliance on 
nuclear power. ■

Akio Toyoda, 64-year-old President of Toyota 
Motor Corporation, has called for some caution in 
the rush by several countries to ban the sale of cars 
powered by internal combustion engines (ICE) 
within 10-15 years.

Speaking in his capacity as chairman of the 
Japan Automotive Manufacturers’ Association 
(JAMA), Toyoda said he felt that electric vehicles 

(EVs) were being overhyped and that the banning 
of ICE cars could see the collapse of the global 
automotive industry, with the resultant loss of 
millions of jobs worldwide.

He suggested in his speech that a large scale 
switch to electric vehicles would not have a 
positive effect on air quality levels, referring to 
the emissions from certain types of electricity 

generation, particularly coal-fired power stations. 
He questioned whether politicians–who are 
driving ICE bans–were aware of this negative effect 
on their aims to cut total harmful emissions in the 
transport cycle.

Toyoda added that Japan would run out of 
electricity if its transport fleet were switched over 
to electrically powered vehicles in a short period 
of time.

These statements have resulted in a fair bit 
of criticism of Toyoda, with some commentators 
saying he is trying to defend his company’s slow 
uptake on pure electric vehicles.

However, it should be mentioned that 
Toyota has eliminated the production of 

millions of tons of CO2 over the years 
with its hybrid technology, which 

began with the Prius in 1997. 
Toyota is also a leader in the 
quest to make hydrogen 
power more readily available 
for motorists and transport 
fleets, while it will soon 
launch a mid-sized battery 
electric SUV in the near 

future as a forerunner of 
many BEVs in its extensive 

ranges of Toyota, Lexus, 
and Hino vehicles. ■

The government sees cutting the 
cost of electric vehicle batteries as 
cardinal and is targeting lowering 
the cost of batteries by more than 
half by 2030 to accelerate the 
growth in EV sales.

Japan Announces Ban on 
Petrol-Engined Vehicles

The 2021 Toyota Prius.

Toyota’s Akio Toyoda Calls for 
Caution in Rush to Ban Petrol Cars
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The Bloodhound Land Speed Record project 
recently announced that it is looking for a new 
owner to take the team through to setting a new 
World Land Speed Record in 2022.

In 2019, the Bloodhound team deployed to 
South Africa to conduct high-speed testing of 
the most advanced straight-line racing car in 
history. The car smashed the test programme 
target of 500 mph, hitting a top speed of 628 
mph (1011 km/h), thereby validating the 
computer modelling used in designing the 
car and proving that Bloodhound has real 
record-breaking capability. You can watch that 
high-speed test here.

The team now needs to install the Nammo 
monopropellant rocket, giving the car a top speed 
of over 800 mph (1287 km/h). Once again, the car 
will then run on its specially prepared 12-mile 
(19.2 km) race track at Hakskeen Pan in the 
Northern Cape.

Completing the rocket installation and 
taking the car to South Africa to exceed 
800 mph will cost £8 million, based on the 
costs of the test programme to date. With a 
global following and a high level of media 
coverage, including the highly successful 
Channel 4 documentary ‘Building the World’s 
Fastest Car’ which aired late last year, the 
project’s fundraising potential is significant as 
the record attempt gets closer. The project is 
expected to recoup increasingly large amounts 
through sponsorship and rights sales as the 

programme develops, making this a unique and 
exciting investment.

Bloodhound LSR’s current owner and Chief 
Executive, Ian Warhurst, is now stepping back 
from leading the project and putting the vehicle 
up for sale. After buying the car at the end of 2018, 
Warhurst has more than achieved his original 
objectives of rescuing Bloodhound from the scrap 
heap and ensuring the team deployed to South 
Africa in 2019 to complete the high speed test pro-
gramme. However, the current economic climate 
brought on by the global COVID-19 pandemic 
has severely impacted the search for fundraising 
and the project timeline. As a result, Warhurst is 
inviting a new owner to take over Grafton LSR Ltd, 
the holding company which owns the Bloodhound 
LSR project.

The new owner will inherit a proven high-
speed car with a demonstrated potential for an 
800+ mph world land speed record.

Said Warhurst: “It has been a privilege to lead 
this team of world-class engineers over the past 
two years. I was spellbound – along with a huge 
audience around the world – as we tested the car 
up to 600+ mph in South Africa. When I com-
mitted to take the car high speed testing in 2019, 
I allocated enough funding to achieve this goal 
on the basis that alternative funding would then 
allow us to continue to the record attempts. Along 
with many other things, the global pandemic 
wrecked this opportunity in 2020 which has left 
the project unfunded and delayed by a further 

12 months. At this stage, in absence of further, 
immediate, funding, the only options remain-
ing are to close down the programme or put the 
project up for sale to allow me to pass on the baton 
and allow the team to continue the project. This 
gives someone with the right passion and available 
funding to effectively swoop in at the last minute 
and take the prize. I will, of course, be cheering 
from the side-lines when Bloodhound smashes 
through 800 mph.”

The project has inevitably been held back by 
the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. Work 
needs to restart in the next few months to get ready 
for a 2022 record attempt. The alternative would 
be to put the car into long-term storage, with no 
certainty of being able to restart the project. As 
the prospect of a post-COVID world beckons, the 
Bloodhound team now needs to find a new owner 
to continue its ‘engineering adventure’.

Bloodhound driver Andy Green commented: 
“In my opinion, the Bloodhound team has built the 
best Land Speed Record Car ever. It made our 628 
mph test run look easy!  We’re now raring to get to 
800 mph+, to showcase this technical marvel and 
to invite a global audience to join in an incred-
ibly exciting adventure. After the horrible 2020 
pandemic year we have all just experienced, the 
world needs a good news story, and Bloodhound is 
ready to deliver it,” commented Bloodhound driver 
Andy Green.

Watch the trailer of the Channel 4 
documentary here. ■

Bloodhound LSR Project Up for Sale
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Events

Whilst the COVID-19 pandemic has been an 
unfortunate setback for the events industry as a 
whole, the Festival of Motoring (FoM), proudly 
presented by WesBank, is gearing up for its fifth 
edition at the Kyalami Grand Prix Circuit. The 
festival will make a welcome return to the race 
track from 26 to 29 August 2021.

The 2021 FoM will focus on the celebration 
and achievements of the automotive industry, 
while highlighting innovation and the car buying 
aspirations of the youth of South Africa. The 
content and marketing of the festival will focus on 
these three elements.

The experiential platform provided for vehicle 
manufacturers to display and demonstrate their 
latest models, products and services remains 
central to the event. Other attractions on offer will 
include five national motorsport events, an electric 
vehicle village, a revamped 4x4 village and a high-
tech gaming arcade. The four-day festival will also 
be jam-packed with interactive and fun activations 
including the kids’ zone, a braai area and more.

Visitors will experience an interactive 
showcase of both active and static content includ-
ing supercars, classic cars, vintage and modern 
motorsport activations. One can also expect to 
engage with leading industry-related aftermarket 

and accessories companies, who will be exhibit-
ing during the event. With an extended day for 
the second year running, the festival promises 
to be a highlight on the annual events calendar 
once again.

In addition, the 2021 event will see the launch 
of an important social investment programme, 

The FoM Charity Drive, encouraging involvement 
from all festival goers.

For more information or to book your space 
at the 2021 Festival of Motoring presented by 
WesBank, please contact :
judy.maharaj@za.messefrankfurt.com. ■

WesBank Gears Up for Festival of Motoring 2021

The Garden Route Motor Club has taken the 
difficult decision to cancel the 2021 Knysna Motor 
Show (KMS). With the event scheduled to take 
place on May 2, the show’s organising committee 
met recently and decided to cancel the event, 
due to the resurgence of COVID-19 in the past 
two months.

This decision follows the cancellation of the 
2020 event, also due to COVID-19 restrictions.

“We had hoped that 2021 would start in a more 
positive way, but unfortunately with the resur-
gence of COVID-19 this has not been the case,” 
said a statement from the Knysna Motor Show’s 

organising committee. “We do not know what 2021 
will hold for us.”

The show’s chief organiser, Peter Pretorius, 
elaborated on the process that led to the cancella-
tion of the 2021 Knysna Motor Show. “The KMS 
committee has now had the opportunity to fully 
evaluate whether to go ahead with the KMS in 

2021 or cancel the event. We had to recognise all 
the uncertainties around COVID-19 and as a result 
it was decided to cancel the 2021 event altogether.”

The committee said that whilst this was a very 
difficult decision to make, it had been done in the 
best interests of all the parties involved in organis-
ing the event, as well as the participants and the 
public. A further consideration was the lead-time 
required to organise the event and the cost implica-
tions, should the KMS not receive the necessary 
support from the participants and the public.

For more information visit the Garden Route 
Motor Club’s website on www.grmc.co.za ■

2021 Knysna Motor Show Cancelled
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